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Abstract. CIDER is a schema-based alignment system. Its algorithm compares
each pair of ontology terms by, firstly, extracting their ontological contexts up to a
certain depth (enriched by using transitive entailment) and, secondly, combining
different elementary ontology matching techniques. In its current version, CIDER
uses artificial neural networks in order to combine such elementary matchers.
In this paper we briftly describe CIDER and comment on its results at the Ontol-
ogy Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2011 campaign (OAEI’11). The preliminary
results of this new approach of CIDER are comparable to those of its previous
participation (OAEI’08) in the benchmark track. Furthermore, the burden of man-
ual selection of weights has been definitely eliminated.
1 Presentation of the system
CIDER (Context and Inference baseD alignER) is a system for ontology alignment
that performs semantic similarity computations among terms of two given ontologies.
It extracts the ontological context of the compared terms and enriches it by applying
lightweight inference rules. Elementary similarity comparisons are performed to com-
pare different features of the extracted ontological contexts. Such elementary compar-
isons are combined by means of artificial neural networks (ANNs).
CIDER was initially created in the context of a system [8] for discovering the se-
mantics of user keywords and already participated in the OAEI’08 campaign [4], lead-
ing to good results. This time, the novelty of CIDER is the addition of artificial neural
networks in the similarity computation. We expect to confirm that this contribution will
not have a negative impact on the initial algorithm. We also expect to discover areas
of potential improvement that guide us in our future exploration of this research path.
For OAEI’11 campaign, CIDER will be evaluated in the Seals-based tracks, i.e., bench-
mark, anatomy, and conference tracks.
1.1 State, purpose, general statement
According to the high level classification given in [2], our method is a schema-based
system (opposite to others which are instance-based, or mixed), because it relies mostly
on schema-level input information for performing ontology matching. CIDER admits
any two OWL ontologies and a threshold value as input. Comparisons among all pairs of
ontology terms are established, producing as output an RDF document with the obtained
alignments. In its current version, the process is enhanced with the use of artificial
neural networks. The alignments that CIDER obtains are semantic equivalences.
1.2 Specific techniques used
Our alignment process takes as basis the semantic similarity measure described in [8],
with the improvements introduced in [4]. Brieftly explained, the similarity computation
is as follows:
The first step is to extract the ontological context of each involved term, up to a
certain depth. That is (depending on the type of term), their synonyms, textual descrip-
tions, hypernyms, hyponyms, properties, domains, roles, associated concepts, etc. This
process is enriched by applying a lightweight inference mechanism3, in order to add
more semantic information that is not explicit in the asserted ontologies.
The second step is the similarity computation for each pair of terms. It is carried out
differently, depending on the type of ontology term (concept, property or individual).
Without entering into details, comparisons are performed like this:
1. Linguistic similarity between terms, considering labels and descriptions, is com-
puted.
2. Structural similarity of the terms, exploiting their ontological contexts and using
vector space modelling in comparisons. It comprises comparison of taxonomies
and relationships among terms (e.g. properties of concepts).
3. The different contributions are weighted, and a final similarity degree is provided.
After that, a matrix with all similarities is obtained. The final alignment is then
extracted from this matrix, finding the highest rated one-to-one relationships among
terms, and filtering out the ones that are below the given threshold.
In CIDER’s previous version, the elementary comparisons performed during the
similarity computation were combined linearly. The weights of this linear combination
were manually tuned after experimentation. This was a major limitation of the approach,
which hampered the flexibility of the method and the capacity for quickly adapting
it into different domains. In order to solve this issue, we have studied the inclusion
of automatic training methods to derive these weights. To that end, we propose the
use artificial neural networks. ANNs constitute an adaptive type of systems composed
of interconnected artificial neurons, which change the structure based on external or
internal information that flows through the network during a learning phase [7].
CIDER uses two different neural networks for computing similarities between classes
and properties, respectively4. Figure 1 shows the structure of the neural network for
3 Typically transitive inference, although RDFS or more complex rules can be also applied, at
the cost of processing time.
4 Similarity between individuals follows the approach of the previous versions, although the
addition of a new ANN for that is planned as future work.
computing similarity between classes (the other one for properties follows an equiva-
lent pattern). Without entering into the details, this corresponds to a multilayer percep-
tron, which consists of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph, each layer fully
connected to the next one. Each connection (synapse) has an associated weight. In our
particular situation, the network is composed of three layers: input, hidden, and output
layer (with five, three, and one neurons respectively; additionally two bias neurons are
used in the input and hidden layer respectively). Each neuron in the input layer receives
the value of an elementary similarity measure. Each intermediate neuron uses a sig-
moid function to combine the inputs. Finally, the resultant similarity value is given by
the neuron in the output layer.
The inputs for the neural network that computes class similarity (labelled A - E
in the figure) are: lexical similarity between labels, similarity of textual descriptions
(e.g., rdfs:comment), similarity between hypernyms, similarity between hyponyms, and
similarity between associated properties. Excluding the first measure, based on Lev-
enhstein [5] similarity, the rest are based on vector space modelling [6].
Fig. 1. Scheme of the neural network for computing similarity between classes. Highlighted con-
nexions correspond to higher weights.
In terms of implementation, CIDER prototype has been developed in Java, extend-
ing the Alignment API [1]. To create and manipulate neural networks we use Neuroph
Studio library5. The input to CIDER are ontologies expressed in OWL or RDF, and the
output is served as a file expressed in the alignment format [1], although it can be easily
translated into another formats.
5 http://neuroph.sourceforge.net/
1.3 Adaptations made for the evaluation
According to the conditions of the competition6 “it is fair to select the set of param-
eters that provide the best results (for the tests where results are known)”. Thus, we
chose a subset of the OAEI’08 benchmark to train the neural networks and find suitable
weights for combining the elementary matchers that CIDER uses. We used the 2008
benchmark dataset but excluding cases 202 and 248-266 (which present a total absence
or randomization of labels and comments). The weights and the configuration of the
neural network remained constant for the whole evaluation.
Furthermore, as the Seals-based tracks of the competition do not consider mappings
between instances, we have disabled instance comparison. Finally, some minor techni-
cal adaptations were required for integrating the system into the Seals platform, such
as updating some libraries (e.g., Alignment API) or changing the way some parameters
are communicated.
1.4 Link to the system and parameters file
The version of CIDER used for this evaluation (v0.4c) can be found at Seals platform:
http://www.seals-project.eu/ . More information can be found at
http://sid.cps.unizar.es/SEMANTICWEB/ALIGNMENT/
1.5 Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)
The resultant alignments will be provided by the Seals platform: http://www.seals-
project.eu/
2 Results
At the time of writing this, the final results of this year competition, in the tracks in
which CIDER participates (benchmark, anatomy, conference), are not available yet.
These tracks will be run at the Seals platform and the organizers will report on that.
Nevertheless, we have run part of the benchmark tests locally and the results are de-
scribed in the following.
2.1 benchmark
The target of this experiment is the alignment of bibliographic ontologies. A reference
ontology is proposed, and many comparisons with other ontologies of the same do-
main are performed. The tests are systematically generated, modifying differently the
reference ontology in order to evaluate how the algorithm behaves when the aligned on-
tologies differ in some particular aspects. A total of 111 test cases have to be evaluated.
They are grouped in three sets:
1. Concept test (cases 1xx: 101, 102, ...), that explore comparisons between the refer-
ence ontology and itself, described with different expressivity levels.
6 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2011/
2. Systematic (cases 2xx). It alters systematically the reference ontology to compare
different modifications or different missing information.
3. Real ontology (cases 3xx), where comparisons with other “real world” bibliographic
ontologies are explored.
As in our previous participation, we point out that our system is not intended to deal
with ontologies in which syntax is not significant at all, as it is the case for benchmark
cases 202 and 248-266 (these cases present a total absence or randomization of labels
and comments). Consequently, we expect a result with a low recall in this experiment, as
these benchmark tests unfavour methods that are not based on graph structure analysis
or similar techniques.
In addition to the traditional test data, a new benchmark data set (Benchmark2) has
been provided this year. This uses the EKAW conference ontology7 as basis and, same
as in the Benchmark data set, different systematic variations are explored, resulting in
103 test cases.
In Table 1 we show the result of evaluating CIDER with both Benchmark (2010)
and Benchmark2 (2011) test data.
Benchmark Benchmark2
Precision 0.87 0.74
Recall 0.66 0.58
F-Measure 0.75 0.65
Table 1. Averaged results for the benchmarks datasets.
For comparison purposes, we also run the 2008 benchmark data with the version
of CIDER submitted for evaluation (v0.4) and compared it to the results obtained by
CIDER at OAEI08 (v0.1). Table 2 shows the results. Baseline results (edit distance) are
also included.
baseline(edna) CIDER v0.1 CIDER v0.4
Precision 0.56 0.97 0.88
Recall 0.60 0.62 0.69
F-Measure 0.58 0.76 0.77
Table 2. H-mean results for the OAEI08 benchmark dataset.
7 http://nb.vse.cz/ svabo/oaei2011/data/ekaw.owl
3 General comments
The following subsections contain some remarks and comments about the results ob-
tained and the evaluation process.
3.1 Comments on the results
As it is shown in Table 2, a direct comparison between the current and previous version
of CIDER shows that the addition of ANNs does not has a negative effect on the algo-
rithm but, on the contrary, leads to slightly better results. Such results indicates also that
the new approach leads to a better recall, at the cost of precision.
The results for Benchmark and Benchmark2 (Table 1), although look promising,
are hampered by the above mentioned issue of test cases with ontologies lacking lexical
information (or that has been randomly generated).
With respect to anatomy and directory cases, although not tested yet, we are not
quite optimistic owing to the fact that our ANNs only used open data from the bench-
mark track for training. More reference alignments from “real world” ontologies will
be used in the future for training the ANNs, in order to cover different domains and
different types of ontologies.
A closer look at the benchmark results showed some particular issues that will re-
quire a further analysis. For example, test case 303 gave 0 precision and recall, which
was completely unexpected. This might be caused by the last minute update of some
libraries (such as Alinment API). Furthermore, the 1xx cases did not match perfectly as
we expected, which has to be analysed too.
3.2 Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system
We consider that the addition of ANNs for similarity computation in CIDER is in a
preliminary stage and we plan to continue studying it. We have to use more “real” data
for training, as well as exploring alternative configurations for our multilayer percep-
trons. On the other hand, time response in CIDER is still an issue and has to be further
improved. Also, CIDER works well with small and medium sized ontologies but not
with large ones. Partitioning and other related techniques will be explored in order to
solve this.
3.3 Comments on the OAEI 2011 test cases
We have found the benchmark test very useful as a guideline for our internal improve-
ments of the method, as well as to establish a certain degree of comparisons with other
existing methods. On the other hand, we have missed some important issues that are not
taken into account in the systematic benchmark series. They basically coincide with the
ones we already reported in 2008:
1. Benchmark tests only consider positive matchings, not measuring the ability of
different methods to avoid links among barely related ontologies (only case 102 of
benchmark goes in that direction).
2. For our purposes, we try to emulate the human behaviour when mapping ontologi-
cal terms. As human experts cannot properly identify mappings between ontologies
with scrambled texts, neither does our system. However, reference alignments pro-
vided in the benchmark evaluation for cases 202 and 248-266, do not follow this
intuition. We hope this bias will be reduced in future contests.
3. Related to the latter, cases in which equal topologies, but describing different things,
lead to false positives, are not explicitly taken into account in the benchmark.
4. How ambiguities can affect the method is not considered either in the test cases. It
is a consequence of using ontologies belonging to the same domain. For example,
it would be interesting to evaluate whether “film” in an ontology about movies is
mapped to “film” as a “thin layer” in another ontology. Therefore it is difficult to
evaluate the benefits of including certain disambiguation techniques in ontology
matching [3].
4 Conclusion
CIDER is a schema-based alignment system that compares the ontological contexts
(enriched with transitive inference) of each pair of terms in the aligned ontologies. Sev-
eral elementary ontology matching techniques are computed and combined by means
of artificial neural networks. We have presented here some results of the participa-
tion of CIDER at OAEI’11 contest, particularly in the Seals-based tracks (benchmark,
anatomy, and conference). The results on the benchmark track are good, and constitute
our starting point for future explorations in the use of neural networks for computing
similarities. We have also included, based on our experience, some considerations about
the nature of benchmark test cases that, in our opinion, could help improving future con-
tests.
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